
Read
“Republics of the Sky,” “Ecuador—Country on the Equator,” “Ecuador’s
Land Areas” (pp. 288-291), and “A Trip to the Equator” (p. 296).

Study Exercises

In the first blank, write a letter from the map. In the second blank, write the name.

1. Ecuador’s Costa

2. Ecuador’s Sierra

3. Ecuador’s capital

4. Ecuador’s largest city and shipping center

5. city with four seasons in one day
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Lesson 8

List the four land regions of Ecuador. Get two of them from pages 291, 292.

6.

Complete the sentences about nicknames in South America and Ecuador.

7. , , and

are called the “Republics of the Sky” because

.

8. , , and

are called the “Land of the Incas” because

.

9. , Ecuador, is called the “City of the Dead” because

.

10. The Inca called the “mother grain” because

.

Match each statement with its effect.

11. Quito is near the equator.

12. Quito is at a high elevation.

Write Costa or Sierra for each description.

13. northern part is very hot and rainy

14. home of most Ecuadorians

15. where much of the Ecuadorians’ food grows

16. region with Ecuador’s largest city

17. where bananas, sugarcane, and oranges grow

18. where wheat, potatoes, and corn grow

a. The city does not get very hot.

b. The city does not get very cold.
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Lesson 8

Number the events in the order they happened.

19. The government sprayed swamps around Guayaquil, killing mosquitoes.

Sailors to Guayaquil often died from diseases carried by mosquitoes.

Workers pumped fresh water into Guayaquil.

Guayaquil became a healthier place to live.

Workers drained the swamps around Guayaquil.

Write true or false to compare the Costa to the Sierra.

20. The Costa has a higher elevation than the Sierra.

21. The Costa has a larger population than the Sierra.

22. The Costa has a warmer climate than the Sierra.

23. The land area of the Costa is nearly equal to the land area of the Sierra.

Complete the sentence.

24. The world’s highest waterfall is , in the Guiana Highlands of

Venezuela.

Match these items about Venezuela.

25. of African and Indian descent

26. Venezuelan cowboys

27. shack communities in Caracas

28. increased with oil discovery

29. world’s two highest are in Venezuela

30. makes farming difficult in Llanos

31. cardboard, tin, or canvas shacks in Caracas

32. jobs that provide services for others

a. floods of the rainy season

b. droughts of the dry season

c. barrios

d. llaneros

e. wealth

f . waterfalls

g. zambos

h. population

i . ranchos

j . service industries

We Remember
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Read
“The Oriente,” “The Galápagos Islands,” “The People of Ecuador,” and
“Ecuador’s History” (pp. 291-295).

Study Exercises

Write letters from the map. Answers will be used more than once.

1. Ecuador’s Costa

2. Ecuador’s Sierra

3. Ecuador’s Oriente

4. Galápagos Islands

5. home of many black Ecuadorians

6. home of a large Indian population

7. region with cities where most white Ecuadorians live

Complete these sentences and underline the correct choice.

8. There are four people groups in Ecuador. Whites look down on , who

look down on , who look down on .

discrimination (dis kri¬ mß n6å shßn) Looking down on and treating people
of another group unfairly, usually
because they are different.

inflation (in fl6å shßn) An increase in the cost of food, clothing, and other
necessities.

Pronounce these words to someone.
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Lesson 9

9. Unfair treatment that results from all this looking down on others is called

.

10. Way of life, Skin color seems to have much to do with determining which people group

someone belongs to. A person’s ancestry, culture may have little to do with it.

Write the letter of the correct answer.

11. Until the 1970s, the people of the Oriente

a. raised no crops.

b. ate only manioc and fish.

c. lived much as the original people of the area lived.

d. spent the rainy season in the Sierra.

12. Slash-and-burn farming is more difficult today for the Indians because

a. the oil industry has made it illegal.

b. the rain forest is being damaged by the oil industry.

c. many Indians are going to work on the oil pipeline.

d. they have learned that the practice harms the rain forest.

Write Oriente, Galápagos Islands, or both.

13. has tropical rain forests

14. region with oil wells

15. where most people travel by boat

16. region with deserts

17. area with plant which tapioca is made from

18. area with few people

Match the letters from the sectors of the circle graph with the population groups.

19. Indians and mestizos

20. Africans

21. Europeans
Population
Groups of
Ecuador
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Lesson 9

Number the events in the order they happened.

22. President Galo Plaza brought a time of democracy and peace.

Ecuador had forty-eight presidents and fifteen constitutions.

The military forced the president out and set up new government.

President Velasco Ibarro took control of the country and became a dictator.

Follow the directions.

23. Tell what is unusual about the wildlife on the Galápagos Islands.

24. List five animals found on the Galápagos Islands.

25. Give two other names for the Galápagos Islands.

26. Name two actions that helped solve some of Ecuador’s problems in 2000.

Complete the sentences.

27. Ecuador’s “City of the Dead” is , in the

region. It was called that because of the diseases caused by .

Draining and killing the mosquitoes has helped the problem greatly.

28. Ecuador’s four land regions are the ,

, ,

and .

29. Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia are sometimes called the “Republics of the ” because

of their elevation and the “Land of the ” because of their history.

30. The called the mother grain.

We Remember
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Lessons 9, 10

Write letters from the map. In the second blank, write the country’s capital.

31. Colombia

32. Venezuela

33. Ecuador

34. Lake Maracaibo

35. Caribbean Sea

36. Pacific Ocean

37. Panama

38. Guyana

39. Brazil

40. Peru

Use this checklist to prepare for the quiz:

�� Review the vocabulary words in this section.

�� Review the We Remember sections of the lessons.

�� Review the work you did in Lesson 9.

Tell your teacher when you are ready for the quiz.
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